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Near-term quantum computers are limited by the decoherence of qubits to only being able to run low-
depth quantum circuits with acceptable fidelity. This severely restricts what quantum algorithms can be
compiled and implemented on such devices. One way to overcome these limitations is to expand the
available gate set from single- and two-qubit gates to multiqubit gates, which entangle three or more qubits
in a single step. Here, we show that such multiqubit gates can be realized by the simultaneous application
of multiple two-qubit gates to a group of qubits where at least one qubit is involved in two or more of the
two-qubit gates. Multiqubit gates implemented in this way are as fast as, or sometimes even faster than,
the constituent two-qubit gates. Furthermore, these multiqubit gates do not require any modification of the
quantum processor, but are ready to be used in current quantum-computing platforms. We demonstrate
this idea for two specific cases: simultaneous controlled-Z gates and simultaneous iSWAP gates. We show
how the resulting multiqubit gates relate to other well-known multiqubit gates and demonstrate through
numerical simulations that they would work well in available quantum hardware, reaching gate fidelities
well above 99%. We also present schemes for using these simultaneous two-qubit gates to swiftly create
large entangled states like Dicke and Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger states.

DOI: 10.1103/PRXQuantum.2.040348

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum computers [1,2] hold a promise of eventually
being able to tackle complex problems in chemistry [3,4],
materials science [5], finance [6,7], simulation of quantum
systems [8], and many other fields [9–12]. However, cur-
rent [13–17] and near-term quantum computers are noisy
intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) [11] devices, where
decoherence leads to loss of entanglement and coherence
among the qubits in the quantum computer after a rela-
tively short time. Thus, such devices can only run quantum
circuits with a low depth, i.e., consisting of a low number
of sequential quantum gates.

All quantum algorithms can be decomposed into a
sequence of universal single- and two-qubit gates [2,18].
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Current quantum computers are usually able to implement
a universal gate set with arbitrary single-qubit rotations and
one or two entangling two-qubit gates. However, many
quantum algorithms, e.g., for optimization problems or
quantum simulations, require the creation of large-scale
entanglement or many-body interactions. Such interactions
between three or more qubits result in a large overhead in
terms of circuit depth if they are to be decomposed into and
compiled from two-qubit gates [2]. For example, decom-
posing the three-qubit Fredkin gate requires at least five
two-qubit gates [19].

Motivated by these limitations of NISQ devices, there
has recently been several proposals [20–37] for and some
implementations [38–43] of multiqubit gates, as well as
proposals for realizing many-body interactions [44–50],
without having to decompose them into two-qubit gates.
However, in general, these proposals and implementations
require one or more of the following: additional resources
(e.g., extra qubits, modes, energy levels, or initial entangle-
ment); specific complicated connectivity between qubits;
setups or components that go beyond what is needed
for implementing single- and two-qubit gates; compli-
cated pulse shapes (which, in superconducting circuits,
can be distorted due to the response function of drive
lines and limited time resolution of arbitrary waveform
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generators [51]); or phenomena specific to a particular
quantum-computing platform.

In this article, we show how various multiqubit gates
can be constructed by simply applying multiple two-qubit
gates simultaneously to several qubits such that at least
one of the qubits is involved in two or more of the two-
qubit gates. The multiqubit gates we propose can thus
be implemented in existing quantum hardware adapted to
standard single- and two-qubit gates, without any addi-
tional components, complicated pulse shapes, or changes
in hardware design being required. Furthermore, our multi-
qubit gates are as fast as, or faster than, the two-qubit gates
from which they are constructed. Although our exam-
ples and discussion of experimental feasibility focus on
implementations of quantum computing in superconduct-
ing circuits [10,13,15,52–56], our ideas are applicable to
any other quantum-computing platforms, e.g., trapped ions
[14,57–62] and Rydberg atoms [63–67], that either imple-
ment two-qubit gates in similar ways or have other native
two-qubit gates that can be run simultaneously to create
new multiqubit gates. The results presented here thus open
up avenues for speeding up quantum computation across
many different algorithms and systems.

We illustrate our general idea with two specific exam-
ples, simultaneous controlled-Z (CZ) gates and simultane-
ous iSWAP gates, but note that the simultaneous application
of other gates should also be explored. In the first example,
we consider CZ gates created by activating the transition
between states |11〉 and |02〉 (or |20〉) [68], where |0〉 is
the ground state and |1〉 is the first excited state of a qubit,
and |2〉 is the second excited state, which typically is out-
side the computational subspace. Activating the interaction
required for two such gates simultaneously between the
nearest neighbors in a linear chain of three qubits, with
the middle qubit being the one where the second excited
state |2〉 is populated during the gates, results in a three-
qubit gate where both CZ and SWAP gates are applied to the
outer qubits conditioned on the middle qubit being in |1〉.
This three-qubit gate, which we denote CCZS [69], takes
less time than a single CZ gate and would require at least
three sequential two-qubit gates if it were to be decom-
posed. The well-known three-qubit iFredkin gate [70] can
be realized by adding a two-qubit gate after the CCZS gate.
Furthermore, by changing the relative strengths of the con-
stituent CZ gates and their detuning, a whole family of
three-qubit gates can be created. These gates can be used
to create many-qubit entangled states, e.g., a Greenberger-
Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) state [71,72] in a single step or
large Dicke states [73–75] in a few steps, and have appli-
cations in phase estimation [2,76], Hamiltonian simulation
[77–79], quantum singular value transformation [80–82],
and swap tests [83] for quantum machine learning [84].

In our second example, we consider iSWAP gates cre-
ated by coupling the states |01〉 and |10〉. Just like for the
CCZS gate above, simultaneous activation of the interaction

for two such gates in a linear chain of three qubits cre-
ates a three-qubit gate, which we denote DIV for “divider”
gate. The DIV gate distributes excitations among all three
qubits within the subspaces with fixed excitation number
in the computational subspace. Similar to the CCZS gate,
the DIV gate is faster than the two-qubit gates created by
activating the same interactions and can be used to create
both GHZ and large Dicke states. By changing the rela-
tive strengths of the constituent iSWAP gates and the gate
time, a family of different three-qubit DIV gates can be
realized. Since both the DIV gates and the CCZS gates con-
serve the number of excitations, they may find applications
in quantum-chemistry calculations with a fixed number of
electrons [85] or in the mixing layer of the quantum alter-
nating operator ansatz [86] for constrained combinatorial
optimization with conserved Hamming weights [87].

This article is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we
present the details for generating a family of multiqubit
gates through simultaneous application of multiple CZ
gates. We show how this family of three-qubit gates can be
decomposed into a sequence of three two-qubit gates and
how the three-qubit gates can be used to implement other
well-known three-qubit gates through some additional
operation. We then present schemes for rapidly generating
large entangled states using our three-qubit gates. Finally,
we show, through numerical simulations with parameters
from state-of-the-art superconducting quantum-computing
platforms, that our three-qubit gates are ready to be imple-
mented with high fidelity and short gate times in currently
available quantum hardware. In Sec. III, we repeat these
steps for simultaneous application of iSWAP gates instead
of CZ gates. We conclude in Sec. IV and give an outlook
for future work and applications in Sec. V. Some further
analytical calculations for the simultaneous CZ gates with
an additional coupling between the outer qubits in the lin-
ear chain are given in Appendix A and additional data
from the numerical simulations of possible experimental
applications are presented in Appendix B.

II. SIMULTANEOUS CONTROLLED-Z GATES

A. Setup and gate operation

We here consider simultaneous application of CZ gates
that are based on making the states |11〉 and |02〉 (or |20〉)
resonant [68]. In such gates, the states |00〉, |01〉, and |10〉
do not couple to other states and remain unchanged while
the state |11〉 acquires a π phase shift when its population
is transferred to |02〉 (or |20〉) and back. In superconduct-
ing circuits, this can be achieved either by rapidly tuning
the frequencies of the two qubits in and out of the desired
resonance [88–94] or by parametric modulation of a cou-
pler connecting the two qubits activating the interaction
between |11〉 and |02〉 (or |20〉) [95–98]. For both methods,
high gate fidelities have been demonstrated for short gate
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FIG. 1. Setup and operation for the three-qubit gate realized
through simultaneous application of two CZ gates. (a) The setup
considered is a linear chain of three qubits with nearest-neighbor
coupling. Going from left to right in the chain, we denote the
qubits q1, q0, and q2. The CZ gates CZ0j between qubits 0 and
j = {1, 2} are applied simultaneously by activating a coupling
between the |101j 〉 and |200j 〉 states with the coupling strength
λj (t). (b) The transitions in the three-qubit system activated
by the application of the CZ gates. With the three-qubit states
denoted by |q0q1q2〉, the transitions |11x〉 ↔ |20x〉 with x =
{0, 1} are activated by CZ01 (red), and the transitions |1x1〉 ↔
|2x0〉 are activated by CZ02 (purple). We assume that both CZ gate
operations are detuned by δ from resonance. (c) We denote the
three-qubit operation resulting from the simultaneous application
of the two CZ gates by CCZS (controlled-CZS), since it applies both
CZ and SWAP gates to the target qubits q1 and q2 conditioned on
the control qubit q0.

times. In Ref. [91], a gate fidelity of 99.9% was reached
for a gate time of 60 ns.

1. Hamiltonians and time evolution

We first treat the case of three qubits with simultaneous
application of two CZ gates (the case of more qubits is dis-
cussed further in Sec. II D below). We consider the setup
shown in Fig. 1(a), with the three qubits arranged in a lin-
ear chain such that qubit q0 is in the middle, qubit q1 is on
the left, and qubit q2 is on the right. The more complicated
case with an additional direct coupling existing between q1
and q2 is discussed in Appendix A.

In the setup of Fig. 1(a), the transitions between states
|101j 〉 and |200j 〉 are coupled with a strength λj (t) to
implement the standard two-qubit gates CZ0j between
qubits 0 and j = {1, 2} by activating the coupling for a
time corresponding to a complete transfer of population
from |101j 〉 to |200j 〉 and back. If both these CZ gates
are applied simultaneously, transitions |110〉 ↔ |200〉 ↔
|101〉 and |201〉 ↔ |111〉 ↔ |210〉, where the states are
ordered as |q0q1q2〉, are activated. This creates a �-type
three-level system and a V-type three-level system, as
shown in Fig. 1(b).

With all other transitions except those shown in Fig. 1(b)
far off resonance, the Hamiltonian for the three-qubit sys-
tem can be written in the interaction picture as (� = 1
throughout this article)

H = [λ1(t)(|110〉〈200| + |111〉〈201|)
+ λ2(t)(|101〉〈200| + |111〉〈210|)+ H.c.]

+ δ(|200〉〈200| − |111〉〈111|), (1)

where H.c. denotes the Hermitian conjugate and δ is the
detuning, assumed to be the same, for the transitions of
both CZ gates. To analyze the time evolution generated by
H , it is convenient to deal with the two effective three-level
systems in Fig. 1(b) separately.

For the effective�-type three-level system, i.e., the sub-
space spanned by |101〉, |200〉, and |110〉, we can introduce
a new basis: the bright state |B〉, the dark state |D〉, and the
excited state |E〉. These states are given by

|B〉 = eiφ sin
θ

2
|101〉 − cos

θ

2
|110〉, (2)

|D〉 = cos
θ

2
|101〉 + e−iφ sin

θ

2
|110〉, (3)

|E〉 = |200〉, (4)

with

λ2(t)
λ1(t)

= −eiφ tan
θ

2
. (5)

In this basis, the Hamiltonian of this subspace becomes

H+ = (�|B〉〈E| + H.c.)+ δ|E〉〈E|

= �σ(B,E)
x − δ

2
σ (B, E)

z + δ

2
I (B,E), (6)

where

� =
√

|λ1(t)|2 + |λ2(t)|2 (7)

and the σ (B,E)
i are the Pauli matrices in the basis of |B〉

and |E〉.
We now consider the simple case where λ1, λ2, and

δ are time independent. In that case, the time evolution
for the three-level system only affects the two-level sub-
space spanned by |B〉 and |E〉. The time-evolution operator
becomes

U(B,E)(t) = e−iδt/2
[

cos
(

t

√

�2 + δ2

4

)

− i sin
(

t

√

�2 + δ2

4

)
�n(B,E) · �σ (B,E)

]
, (8)
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where

�n(B,E) = 1
√
�2 + δ2/4

(
�, 0, −δ

2

)
. (9)

For this time evolution to yield a useful gate, we need to
eliminate any leakage to the state |E〉 = |200〉, since it is
outside the computational subspace. When starting in the
computational subspace, the shortest evolution time that
fulfils this condition is

tgate = π
√
�2 + δ2/4

. (10)

After this time, the states |B〉 and |E〉 both acquire a phase
factor −e−iγ , where

γ = πδ√
4�2 + δ2

, (11)

while the dark state |D〉 remains unchanged. Since |B〉 and
|D〉 also constitute a basis for the subspace spanned by
|101〉 and |110〉, the effect of the time evolution can be
written as [99,100]

|D〉〈D| − e−iγ |B〉〈B| = e(i/2)(π−γ )e−(i/2)(π−γ )�n·�σ , (12)

where

�n = (sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ), (13)

�σ = (σx, σy , σz). (14)

Here, the Pauli matrices σi are in the basis of |101〉 and
|110〉.

A similar analysis can be performed for the effective
V-type three-level system, i.e., the subspace spanned by
|111〉, |210〉, and |201〉. Introducing the new basis states

|B′〉 = sin
θ

2
e−iφ|210〉 − cos

θ

2
|201〉, (15)

|D′〉 = cos
θ

2
|210〉 + sin

θ

2
eiφ|201〉, (16)

|E′〉 = |111〉, (17)

the Hamiltonian of this subspace can be written as

H−=(�|B′〉〈E′| + H.c.)− δ|E′〉〈E′|. (18)

Thus, time evolution until the gate time tgate will lead to
both |B′〉 and |E′〉 acquiring a phase factor −eiγ . How-
ever, |B′〉 and |D′〉 span the subspace of the states |201〉
and |210〉, neither of which is in the computational sub-
space, and thus will not be populated in the initial or final
states of the gate. The only effect of the gate in the effective
V-type three-level system is thus to bestow a phase factor
−eiγ on |111〉.

2. The family of three-qubit gates

Summarizing the results from the analysis above, we see
that the eight states in the computational subspace of the
three qubits are affected as follows: |101〉 and |110〉 obey
the time evolution given by Eq. (12), |111〉 will acquire a
phase factor −eiγ , and all the other states are unchanged.
This is similar to the three-qubit Fredkin gate (controlled-
SWAP) [2,19,101,102], which swaps the states of two target
qubits conditioned on the state of a control qubit, i.e., |101〉
and |110〉 are swapped if the first qubit is the control qubit.
Our gate, which we denote CCZS [see Fig. 1(c)], also imple-
ments a SWAP-like operation on the outer qubits q1 and q2,
conditioned on the middle qubit q0, but adds phase factors
to |101〉, |110〉, and |111〉. The gate can be written as

CCZS(θ ,φ, γ ) = |0〉〈0|0 ⊗ I1 ⊗ I2

+ |1〉〈1|0 ⊗ UCZS(θ ,φ, γ ), (19)

where

UCZS(θ ,φ, γ ) =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢
⎣

1 0 0 0
0 −eiγ sin2(θ/2)+ cos2(θ/2) 1

2 (1 + eiγ )e−iφ sin θ 0

0 1
2 (1 + eiγ )eiφ sin θ −eiγ cos2(θ/2)+ sin2(θ/2) 0

0 0 0 −eiγ

⎤

⎥⎥⎥
⎦

(20)

and the real parameters θ , φ, and γ are set by the
coupling strengths λ1, λ2 and the detuning δ according to
the relations

−eiφ tan
θ

2
= λ2

λ1
, (21)

γ = πδ√
4�2 + δ2

∈ (−π ,π), (22)

� =
√

|λ1|2 + |λ2|2. (23)
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3. Examples of three-qubit gates

It is illuminating to study a few of the simplest parame-
ter choices for the CCZS gate. If we set λ1 = λ, λ2 = 0, and
δ = 0, we recover the two-qubit CZ gate acting on q0 and
q1. In the same way, if instead λ1 = 0, λ2 = λ, and δ = 0,
we obtain the two-qubit CZ gate acting on q0 and q2. The
gate time for these gates is tgate = π/λ. We note that, for
qubits that are close to harmonic oscillators, e.g., super-
conducting transmon qubits [103], the coupling strengths
λj = √

2gj , where the gj are the coupling strengths for the
|100j 〉 ↔ |001j 〉 transitions. In this case, we can also write
tgate = π/

√
2g.

If we instead apply both these CZ gates simultane-
ously, i.e., λ1 = λ2 = λ and δ = 0, we obtain CCZS(θ =
π/2,φ = π , γ = 0), for which

UCZS(π/2,π , 0) =

⎡

⎢
⎣

1 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 −1

⎤

⎥
⎦ . (24)

The gate time for this gate is tgate = π/
√

2λ, i.e., this three-
qubit gate is a factor

√
2 faster than the two-qubit CZ gates

generated by the two interactions from which the CCZS gate
is constructed.

We can set the phase φ by adjusting the relative phase of
the coupling strengths λ1 and λ2. For λ1 = λ, λ2 = −λeiφ ,
and δ = 0, the controlled part of the gate becomes

UCZS(π/2,φ, 0) =

⎡

⎢
⎣

1 0 0 0
0 0 e−iφ 0
0 eiφ 0 0
0 0 0 −1

⎤

⎥
⎦ . (25)

The gate time remains tgate = π/
√

2λ.
Further tuning can be achieved by changing the rela-

tive amplitudes of the coupling strengths λ1 and λ2. Setting
λ1 = λ, λ2 = −Kλeiφ , and δ = 0, we have θ = 2 arctan K
and the controlled part of the gate becomes

UCZS(θ ,φ, 0) =

⎡

⎢
⎣

1 0 0 0
0 cos θ e−iφ sin θ 0
0 eiφ sin θ − cos θ 0
0 0 0 −1

⎤

⎥
⎦ . (26)

The gate time becomes tgate = π/
√

1 + K2λ. This is faster
than the corresponding individual CZ gates, which would
take tgate = π/λ and tgate = π/Kλ, respectively, on their
own.

4. Time-dependent parameters

In the derivation of Eqs. (19)–(23), which constitute
the main result of this section, we assumed for simplic-
ity that the coupling strengths λ1, λ2 and the detuning δ

were constants. However, in actual experiments, at least
the coupling strengths λ1 and λ2 will need to be turned
on and off, and this will not be done with a perfect step
function. Fortunately, it is feasible to vary these parame-
ters in time as long as they have the same time dependence.
When the time dependence is the same, the eigenstates
in Eqs. (2)–(4) remain time independent and the gate
time remains easy to find. The principle is the same as
for nonadiabatic holonomic gates [100,104–106], where
adiabaticity is removed by constructing time-independent
eigenstates. As Eq. (12) shows, we can thus construct arbi-
trary rotations in the space spanned by the states |101〉 and
|110〉, where the angles θ , φ are controlled by the relative
strengths of the two CZ gates being applied simultaneously
[see Eq. (21)].

B. Decomposition into two-qubit gates

The three-qubit CCZS gate entangles all three qubits. It
can thus not be written as the simultaneous application of
a two-qubit gate to two of the qubits and a single-qubit
gate to the third qubit. Instead, decomposing the CCZS gate
into single- and two-qubit gates requires the consecutive
application of several such gates. Inspired by decomposi-
tions for the quantum-optical Fredkin gate [2,102], we find
that the CCZS gate can be realized through the consecutive
application of three two-qubit gates:

CCZS(θ ,φ, γ ) = XY12

(
θ ,
π

2
− φ

)
· CZ01(γ )

· XY
†
12

(
θ ,
π

2
− φ

)
, (27)

where

XY(θ ,φ) =

⎡

⎢
⎣

1 0 0 0
0 cos(θ/2) i sin(θ/2)eiφ 0
0 i sin(θ/2)e−iφ cos(θ/2) 0
0 0 0 1

⎤

⎥
⎦

(28)

and

CZ(γ ) =

⎡

⎢
⎣

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −eiγ

⎤

⎥
⎦ . (29)

Here, the two-qubit XY(θ ,φ) gate [107,108] is generated
by an exchange-type interaction, e.g., XY(π , 0) = iSWAP.

The decomposition in Eq. (27) is illustrated in Fig. 2.
From that illustration, it becomes clear that this decom-
position requires relabeling the qubits in a linear chain to
work. For the case of a linear chain, the control qubit in
the CCZS gate is the middle qubit, but in the decomposi-
tion given here, the control qubit must be one of the outer
qubits.
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q0

q1
CZS

(θ, φ, γ)
q2

=
CZ(γ)

XY
†(θ, π

2 −φ) XY (θ, π
2 −φ)

q0

q1

q2

FIG. 2. Decomposition of the three-qubit CCZS gate into two-
qubit gates. Note that, for the case of a linear chain [see Fig. 1(a)],
the control qubit q0 in the CCZS gate is the middle qubit, but the
decomposition into two-qubit gates requires q1 to be the middle
qubit, since it has to interact with both q0 and q2.

C. Constructing other three-qubit gates

We now check how the CCZS gate family is related
to some well-known three-qubit gates: the Fredkin
(controlled-SWAP) [2,19,101,102], iFredkin (controlled-
iSWAP) [23,31,70], and Toffoli (controlled-controlled-NOT)
[2,109] gates. Just like the CCZS gate, these three-qubit
gates can be written on the form of Eq. (19), but with
UCZS(θ ,φ, γ ) replaced by other controlled two-qubit uni-
tary operations:

UFredkin =

⎡

⎢
⎣

1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1

⎤

⎥
⎦ , (30)

UiFredkin =

⎡

⎢
⎣

1 0 0 0
0 0 i 0
0 i 0 0
0 0 0 1

⎤

⎥
⎦ , (31)

UToffoli =

⎡

⎢
⎣

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0

⎤

⎥
⎦ . (32)

Comparing with UCZS(θ ,φ, γ ) in Eq. (20), it is clear
that it never coincides with UToffoli in Eq. (32), since the
two off-diagonal elements in the lower right corner of
UCZS(θ ,φ, γ ) are zero for all values of θ , φ, and γ . Noting
that a Toffoli gate is formed by sandwiching a controlled-
controlled-Z (CCZ) gate [110] between two Hadamard
gates on qubit 2 does not help. The controlled unitary of
the CCZ gate is

UCZ =

⎡

⎢
⎣

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1

⎤

⎥
⎦ . (33)

To obtain the −1 in this matrix from UCZS(θ ,φ, γ ) requires
γ = 0, which is easy, but we see from Eq. (26) that the two

(a)

CZS

(π
2 , 0, 0)

Fredkin (b)

CZS

(π
2 , π

2 , 0)

iFredkin

FIG. 3. Converting CCZS gates into other three-qubit gates.
(a) Constructing a Fredkin gate with a CCZS(π/2, 0, 0) gate
and a CCZ gate. (b) Constructing an iFredkin gate from a
CCZS(π/2,π/2, 0) gate and a CZ gate.

middle diagonal elements in UCZS(θ ,φ, γ ) then always
will have opposite signs, which does not match the CCZ
gate. Indeed, for θ = 0, we simply have the two-qubit CZ
gate acting on qubits 0 and 1.

The Fredkin gate in Eq. (30) also cannot be directly
implemented by the CCZS gate. For the 1 in the lower
right corner of UFredkin to match UCZS(θ ,φ, γ ), γ =
±π is necessary, but then all off-diagonal elements in
UCZS(θ ,φ, γ ) become zero. However, we note that the
Fredkin gate can be constructed by combining a CCZ gate
and CCZS(π/2, 0, 0) (i.e., λ1 = −λ2 and δ = 0), as shown
in Fig. 3(a). Since an implementation of the Fredkin gate
using only single- and two-qubit gates requires at least five
two-qubit gates [19], and a CCZ gate can be implemented
using three two-qubit gates [110], the construction with the
CCZS gate (which on its own is at least as fast as a two-qubit
gate) constitutes an improvement.

Using exactly the same reasoning as for the Fredkin gate
in the preceding paragraph, we see that the iFredkin gate
in Eq. (31) also cannot be directly implemented by the
CCZS gate. However, it is sufficient to add a single two-
qubit CZ gate after CCZS(π/2,π/2, 0) to fix this, as shown
in Fig. 3(b). Since implementing the iFredkin gate using
only single- and two-qubit gates requires at least four two-
qubit gates, while the CCZS gate is at least as fast as a
two-qubit gate, our construction at least halves the time
required for the iFredkin gate, which is a natural operation
in, e.g., simulations of the Fermi-Hubbard model [70].

D. Rapid creation of large entangled states

Having demonstrated that the CCZS gate is fast and that
it entangles three qubits, we now show how this gate and
its generalization to more than three qubits can be applied
to rapidly generate some particular large entangled states.
The ability to create entanglement [111] is crucial for both
quantum information processing [2,112,113] and quantum
communication [114]. Lately, the creation of entanglement
between (several) tens of qubits has been used to demon-
strate the capabilities of quantum processors on multiple
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(a)
|0〉 H

|0〉 H H

|0〉 H H

(b)
|0〉 H

|0〉 X
CZS

(π
2 , 0, 0)

X

|0〉

FIG. 4. Quantum circuits for generating the three-qubit GHZ
state (|000〉 + |111〉) /√2. (a) A circuit using single-qubit gates
and two-qubit CZ gates. (b) A circuit using single-qubit gates and
one CCZS gate.

platforms: superconducting circuits [15,115–118], pho-
tonic systems [115], ion traps [62,119], and neutral atoms
[120].

1. Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger states

GHZ states [71,72] are entangled states of N qubits on
the form

|�GHZ〉 = 1√
2
(|0〉⊗N + |1〉⊗N ). (34)

To generate a GHZ state with N = 3 qubits using only
single- and two-qubit gates requires at least two two-
qubit gates, e.g., two controlled-NOT (CNOT) gates, two
iSWAP gates [121], or two CZ gates [see Fig. 4(a)]. How-
ever, this state can also be generated using only a single
CCZS gate and a few single-qubit gates, using the circuit
shown in Fig. 4(b). Starting from |000〉, applying single-
qubit Hadamard and X gates to the first and second qubit,
respectively, creates the state

|ψ〉 = 1√
2
(|0〉 + |1〉) |1〉|0〉. (35)

Then, applying CCZS(θ = π/2,φ = 0, γ = 0), which is
achieved for λ1 = −λ2 and δ = 0, results in a controlled
SWAP of the second and third qubits [see Eq. (25)], yielding
the state

CCZS

(
π

2
, 0, 0

)
|ψ〉 = 1√

2
(|010〉 + |101〉), (36)

which is transformed to the three-qubit GHZ state by
applying an X gate on the second qubit. We remark that
the phase acquired by the doubly excited state of the sec-
ond and third qubits does not affect the state |ψ〉 that we
apply the CCZS gate to.

Since CCZS(π/2, 0, 0) is
√

2 faster than the CZ gates that
can be implemented with the interactions from which it is
constructed (see Sec. 3), the circuit with the CCZS gate in
Fig. 4(b) generates the three-qubit GHZ state 2

√
2 times

faster than the circuit with the two CZ gates in Fig. 4(a),
provided that the time required for single-qubit gates is
negligible. If one instead uses the circuit with two iSWAP

gates [121], the circuit with the CCZS gate is twice as fast,
since the iSWAP gate is

√
2 faster than a CZ gate in the

setups we consider here (the coupling between |11〉 and
|02〉 is

√
2 stronger than the coupling between |01〉 and

|10〉 for weakly anharmonic qubits, but the iSWAP gate only
requires half the oscillation between states that the CZ gate
does; see, e.g., Ref. [98]).

2. Dicke states

Another class of entangled states is the W states

|�W〉 = 1√
N
(|100 · · · 0〉 + |010 · · · 0〉 + · · · + |000 · · · 1〉),

(37)

which cannot be converted into GHZ states by local opera-
tions and classical communication [122]. The W states are
in turn a subset |D1

N 〉 of the symmetric Dicke states |Dk
N 〉

[73–75], which are equally weighted superpositions of all
permutations of N -qubit states with k excitations:

|Dk
N 〉 = 1

√(N
k

)S[|0〉⊗(N−k) ⊗ |1〉⊗k] (38)

with S the symmetrization operator.
Dicke states have important applications in quantum

metrology [123,124] and quantum networks [125–128].
Recently, it has also been shown that, for combinato-
rial optimization problems, symmetric Dicke states repre-
senting a superposition of all feasible solutions can give
advantages when used as the initial state in the quantum
alternating operator ansatz [129,130].

The Dicke states arise naturally when N identical atoms
are collectively coupled to a harmonic mode [74,131].
However, since the photon or phonon number of the har-
monic mode is difficult to control, alternative protocols
for Dicke-state generation have been proposed [132–136].
For deterministic preparation of a symmetric Dicke state
on a quantum computer, using a sequence of single- and
two-qubit gates, it has been shown that constructing |Dk

N 〉
requires a quantum circuit with depth O(N ) containing at
least O(kN ) gates [137–139].

In this subsection, we show how to rapidly create large
symmetric Dicke states by generalizing the interaction
underpinning the CCZS gate to more qubits. As a concrete
example, we show that we can create the state |D3

5〉 using
only two rounds of simultaneous CZ gates and two single-
qubit operations, while the quantum circuit in Ref. [138]
for creating the same state includes five three-qubit gates
and 21 two-qubit gates applied sequentially.

a. Hamiltonian and dynamics. We consider a system com-
posed of a central qubit 0 and its N nearest neighbors {j }
(the three-qubit system in Fig. 1 had {j } = {1, 2}). For each
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qubit i, we take into account the three lowest energy lev-
els |0i〉, |1i〉, and |2i〉, with energies 0, ωi, and 2ωi + αi,
respectively, where αi is the anharmonicity. In this sys-
tem, a CZ gate between qubit 0 and one of its neighbors
j can be applied by activating the |200j 〉 ↔ |101j 〉 tran-
sition. Assuming that these transitions are resonant, the
system Hamiltonian with the transitions switched on is, in
the interaction picture,

H = σ 21
0

N∑

j =1

λj σ
01
j + H.c., (39)

where σ nm
i = |n〉〈m|i and λj is the interaction strength for

the |200j 〉 ↔ |101j 〉 transition.
For simplicity, we assume that all interactions are

equally strong: λj ≡ λ. We can then introduce the col-
lective spin operator J − = ∑N

j =1 σ
01
j and rewrite Eq. (39)

as

H = λσ 21
0 J − + H.c., (40)

which is reminiscent of the Tavis-Cummings (Dicke)
model [140,141], where a harmonic oscillator couples to N
identical atoms. Because of the anharmonicity of qubit 0,
the models are equivalent in the limit where the harmonic
oscillator only hosts a single photon.

The neighboring qubits 1 to N are symmetric under per-
mutation and can thus be described by the Dicke states in
Eq. (38). In this basis, the matrix elements of the operator
J + = (

J −)† are [142]

〈Dk+1
N |J +|Dk

N 〉 = (N − k)

√√√√
(N

k

)

( N
k+1

)

=
√
(N − k)(k + 1)

≡ Gk
N . (41)

We can thus interpret the second term in Eq. (40) as qubit
0 being de-excited from |20〉 to |10〉 while the state of the
neighboring qubits changes from |Dk

N 〉 to |Dk+1
N 〉. The total

excitation number k + 2 is conserved.
Since subspaces with different numbers of excitations

are decoupled, we can limit ourselves to the subspace
with k + 2 excitations, which is spanned by the basis
|10〉|Dk+1

N 〉, |20〉|Dk
N 〉. Using Eqs. (40)–(41), we see that the

dynamics in this subspace is generated by

exp(−itλGk
N σ̃x) = cos(tλGk

N )− i sin(tλGk
N )σ̃x, (42)

where σ̃x is defined in the basis of the subspace.

b. Generalizing the CCZS gate to more than three qubits.
We can now understand how the CCZS gate generalizes to

more qubits. For N = 2 neighboring qubits, starting in the
computational subspace, i.e., with qubit 0 in state |10〉, we
can always find a time t when the occupation of |20〉 is zero,
since G1

2 = G0
2 = √

2. This is the case analyzed in the pre-
ceding subsections. For N > 2, the coefficients Gk

N are not
equal or commensurate, making it impossible to confine
the central qubit to the computational subspace and create
an (N + 1)-qubit gate according to the same principle as
the CCZS gate. What could be done is to apply a single-
qutrit operation on qubit 0 that takes |00〉 to |10〉 and |10〉
to |20〉, let the system evolve for some time t according
to Eq. (42), and then apply the inverse of the single-qutrit
operation to qubit 0 to bring it back to the computational
subspace. While this would be an (N + 1)-qubit gate, it
appears too complicated to find immediate applications.

c. Creating a five-qubit Dicke state. Instead of construct-
ing a general (N + 1)-qubit gate, we therefore focus on
preparing symmetric Dicke states by starting in a specific
subspace. As an illustrative example, we consider the case
N = 4 and the target state

|D3
5〉 =

√
3
5
|10〉|D2

4〉 +
√

2
5
|00〉|D3

4〉, (43)

which was also used as an example in Ref. [138].
First, we note that, since |D3

4〉 can be created by apply-
ing X gates to all qubits in the state |D1

4〉, and the state
|D2

4〉 is unchanged by those gates, the problem reduces
to preparing the state

√
(3/5)|10〉|D2

4〉 + √
(2/5)|00〉|D1

4〉.
The procedure for doing so is illustrated in Fig. 5. We first
explain how to obtain |D2

4〉.
1. First, we prepare the initial state |20000〉 = |20〉|D0

4〉
by single-qutrit operations on qubit 0. This puts the
system in the subspace k = 0 spanned by |10〉|D1

4〉
and |20〉|D0

4〉. Turning on the interaction and let-
ting the system evolve for a time t = π/(4λ), 4
times faster than a two-qubit CZ gate, we arrive
at |10〉|D1

4〉. We remark that if we have the sys-
tem tuned to have different interaction strengths
λj like in tripod systems [143,144], we can create
arbitrarily weighted superpositions of the N -qubit
states with one excitation instead of the symmetric
superposition that is the symmetric Dicke state.

2. Next, we flip qubit 0 to |20〉 such that the system
state becomes |20〉|D1

4〉. This puts the system in the
k = 1 subspace spanned by |10〉|D2

4〉 and |20〉|D1
4〉.

Turning on the interaction again for a time t =
π/(2

√
6λ), we arrive at |10〉|D2

4〉.
To create the superposition state in Eq. (43), we carry

out step 1 as above. Then we rotate qubit 0 to the superpo-
sition state

√
(2/5)|00〉 + √

(3/5)|10〉 and flip |10〉 to |20〉,
yielding the system state [

√
(2/5)|00〉 + √

(3/5)|20〉]|D1
4〉.

Turning on the interaction as in step 2 above, the part of
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FIG. 5. The steps for preparing the state (
√

3/5)|10〉|D2
4〉 +

(
√

2/5)|00〉|D1
4〉 using the generalization of the CCZS gate to a

five-qubit system.

the superposition containing |00〉 is decoupled from the
dynamics, while the part containing |20〉 reaches |10〉|D2

4〉
as before. Finally, applying X gates to the four neighboring
qubits yields the state in Eq. (43).

In total, our scheme requires seven single-qubit opera-
tions (four of them simultaneous) and two applications of
the interaction that yields CZ gates. The total time spent on
these CZ interactions is less than that of single two-qubit CZ
gates. This fast creation of the entangled state in Eq. (43)
should be contrasted with the quantum circuit for the same
task given in Ref. [138], which contained five three-qubit
gates and 21 two-qubit gates, applied sequentially.

d. Rapid creation of a large W state. The size of the
Dicke state that can be efficiently prepared is determined
by the number of neighboring qubits to which the cen-
tral qubit is coupled. In general, scaling up arbitrary Dicke
states is hard [145]. However, in our scheme, large W
states are easy to construct even with limited connectiv-
ity, e.g., in a square grid of qubits, as shown in Fig. 6. The
method outlined there is straightforward to adapt for other
connectivities.

E. Experimental feasibility

To determine how well the CCZS gate is likely to work
in actual experiments, we now turn to simulating two spe-
cific possible experimental implementations of the gate.
We consider two gate schemes commonly used to per-
form CZ gates in superconducting circuits by turning on
and off an interaction between the two-qubit states |11〉
and |02〉 or |20〉. Similar schemes used for CZ gates on
other quantum-computing platforms should be equally fea-
sible for realizing the CCZS gate or variants thereof. For
example, CZ gates can be implemented with trapped ions or
Rydberg atoms by exciting the qubits from the excited state
|1〉 to a higher excited state |r〉 [61,63,65]. The two ions or
atoms will experience a Rydberg interaction if and only if
both of them are in |r〉. This is known as Rydberg block-
ade and can be used to impart a phase shift on the state
|11〉 while leaving all other states unchanged. In a three-
qubit chain, the application of simultaneous CZ gates will
change the Rydberg interaction experienced by the middle
qubit, leading to a three-qubit gate [28].

FIG. 6. Creating large W states rapidly on a square grid of
qubits. We first prepare qubit 0 (q0) in its second excited state
and carry out the rest of step 1 in Sec. II D 2 c to create |D1

4〉
on the neighboring qubits (red circles). Next, we swap each of
the neighboring qubits with the qubit next to them that is farthest
from the center qubit (blue circles except q0). Flipping the |1〉
part of the state for these new center qubits to |2〉 and having them
interact with their nearest neighbors creates |D1

4〉 on those neigh-
bors (purple and red circles). For brevity, the new cells starting
from q3 and q4 are not shown. The result after these steps (two
rounds of single or simultaneous single-qubit operations, three
rounds of simultaneous two-qubit gates) is the 16-qubit W state
|D1

16〉.

In the first scheme for superconducting qubits, the two
outer qubits in the three-qubit chain are tunable [89–
91,146]. To activate the gate, they are tuned such that the
|110〉 and |101〉 states both become resonant with the |200〉
state. In some implementations, tunable couplers between
the qubits are also adjusted to further control the coupling
[92–94]. In all these cases, the interaction strengths λ1 and
λ2 will be limited to being in phase, i.e., φ = π [see Eq.
(21)]. In the cases without tunable couplers, the parameter
θ [see Eq. (21)] is fixed by the coupling strengths in the
hardware and cannot be tuned in situ.

In the second scheme, the neighboring qubits in the
chain are connected via a tunable coupler, which itself is
a qubit [95–98]. To activate a CZ gate, the coupler, which
is detuned from the qubits it is connected to, is parametri-
cally modulated with a modulation frequency close to the
difference in frequency between the states |11〉 and |02〉 or
|20〉. In this case, the interaction strengths λ1 and λ2 are
determined by the phase and amplitude of the modulation
of the coupler; they can thus be tuned over a wide range
to implement different parameters for the CCZS gate. We
note that a CZ gate can also be implemented in a similar
fashion between a fixed-frequency qubit and a parametri-
cally modulated qubit [147,148], but we do not simulate
that case here.
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To characterize the performance of the gates, we calcu-
late the average gate fidelity [149,150]

F =
∫

d|ψ〉〈ψ |U†M |ψ〉〈ψ |M †U|ψ〉

= |Tr(MU†)|2 + Tr(M †M )

n(n + 1)
, (44)

where U is the ideal gate operation that we wish to imple-
ment, M is the gate operation that we actually implement,
and n is the dimension of the computational subspace
(n = 22 = 4 for the CZ gates and n = 23 = 8 for the CCZS
gate). Note that in all numerical simulations below, cal-
culations are done by solving the Schrödinger equation in
QuTiP [151,152] with three or more levels per qubit. The
results of the simulations are then truncated to the compu-
tational subspace in such a way that M includes effects of
any leakage to states outside the computational subspace,
which will lead to Tr(M †M ) < n. The aim of the numerical
simulations is to show that high-fidelity three-qubit CCZS
gates can be obtained in a straightforward way, without
optimizing pulse shapes, etc., compared to the constituent
two-qubit gates.

1. Tunable qubits

We first consider the setup with two tunable qubits 1 and
2 on each side of the fixed-frequency qubit 0, as shown in
Fig. 7(a). To test the performance under realistic condi-
tions, we use parameters close to the experiment in Ref.
[90]. The Hamiltonian for the setup is

H = ω0a†
0a0 + α0

2
a†

0a0(a
†
0a0 − 1)

+
∑

j =1,2

[
ωj (t)a

†
j aj + αj

2
a†

j aj (a
†
j aj − 1)

]

+
∑

j =1,2

λj√
2
(a†

0 + a0)(a
†
j + aj ), (45)

where aj (a†
j ) is the annihilation (creation) operator of

qubit j . Before the gate is turned on, the qubit energies
are

[ω0,ω1,ω2] = 2π × [5.202, 5.708, 4.350] GHz. (46)

For qubits 0 and 1, these are also their maximum energies;
for qubit 2, the maximum energy is set to 2π × 4.927 GHz.
The qubit anharmonicities are

[α0,α1,α2] = −2π × [275.2, 261.1, 277.3] MHz (47)

and the couplings between the qubits are

λ1 = λ2 = 2π ×
√

2 × 3.8 MHz. (48)
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FIG. 7. Implementing a CCZS gate with tunable qubits. (a) A
sketch of the setup, with qubit numbering following the con-
vention established in Fig. 1(a). The superconducting qubits
are transmon qubits [103], which are nonlinear LC oscillators
where the nonlinear inductances are provided by Josephson junc-
tions (boxes with crosses in the sketch). When two Josephson
junctions are combined in a loop [a superconducting quantum
interference device (SQUID)], the effective inductance, and thus
the qubit frequency, can be tuned by controlling the magnetic
flux through the loop. (b) The tuning of the qubit energies used
to implement a high-fidelity CCZS(π/2,π , 0) gate. (c) Population
of the states |110〉, |200〉, and |101〉 during the CCZS(π/2,π , 0)
gate when the initial state is |110〉. As Eq. (24) shows, the main
effect of this gate is to swap the population between qubits 1 and
2 if qubit 0 is in its excited state.

The factor
√

2 appears in Eq. (48) since we use λ1 and λ2 to
denote the coupling strengths for |11〉 ↔ |20〉 transitions
instead of the coupling strengths for |10〉 ↔ |01〉 transi-
tions, which are the parameters that are actually given as
input to the simulation.

To activate the gate, energies ω1 and ω2 of qubits 1
and 2 are tuned into resonance with ω0 + α0, as shown in
Fig. 7(b). To account for the finite response time of the
drive line, the pulse used for tuning the qubit energies is
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the convolution of a rectangular pulse of length tgate (the
gate time) and a Gaussian pulse centered in the middle of
the rectangular pulse with standard deviation σ = 1 ns.

We first check that we can tune up CZ gates between
qubits 1 or 2 and qubit 0 by tuning just one of qubits 1 and
2 to the relevant resonance. We find that we can achieve
F > 99.99% for the CZ gate between qubits 0 and 2 with
a gate time tgate,CZ02 = 93.0 ns and, similarly, F = 99.82%
for the CZ gate between qubits 0 and 1 with a gate time
tgate,CZ01 = 94.0 ns.

We then tune up the CCZS(π/2,π , 0) gate [see Eq. (24)]
by reducing the gate time and synchronizing the tuning of
both qubits 1 and 2 to the resonance for the gate. Note
that θ = π/2 is set by the fixed coupling strengths λ1 = λ2
and cannot be changed. The best gate fidelity we find
is F = 99.46% for the gate time tgate,CCZS = 66.8 ns ≈
tgate,CZ/

√
2 [see Figs. 7(b) and 7(c)]. In all simulations, we

used four energy levels per qubit, so any effects of leakage
outside the computational subspace are included in these
results. However, note that the fidelity values for both the
CCZS and CZ gates here are calculated without including
any effects of decoherence.

We note that state-of-the-art nanofabrication techniques
will still yield some deviations from the design values
for the coupling strengths λ1 and λ2. These deviations
can be on the order of 10% [90]. To quantify the impact
of such deviations, we optimize the CCZS(π/2,π , 0) gate
with λ2 = 1.1λ1 (instead of λ2 = λ1 that we used above)
and find a gate fidelity of 99.28%. However, for the
CCZS(2 arctan λ2/λ1,π , 0) gate, which is the most suited
to unequal couplings, we find a fidelity of 99.48%. It
is thus still possible to implement a high-fidelity CCZS
gate with coupling strengths deviating from design val-
ues; the most high-fidelity gate will just have a slightly
different θ than intended. For the 10% difference in cou-
pling strength considered here, the optimal θ changed by
2 arctan 1.1 − π/2 = 0.095 rad = 5.5◦.

We attribute the deviation from 100% gate fidelity for
the three-qubit gate in Fig. 7 to a combination of factors.
One is imperfections arising when tuning qubits 1 and
2 in and out of the resonance. During that time, qubit 1
crosses the frequency of qubit 0, which may cause leakage
by briefly activating the |01〉 ↔ |10〉 transition for these
qubits instead of the desired |11〉 ↔ |20〉 transition. We
note that qubit 2, which is below qubit 0 in frequency, does
not have the same potential problem; this may explain why
the CZ02 gate has higher fidelity than the CZ01 gate. Data
from simulations with the initial state being |100〉, |010〉,
and |001〉, shown in Appendix B, support this explana-
tion. When the initial state is |100〉 (|010〉), we observe an
increase of the |010〉 (|100〉) population of about 4 × 10−3

occurring at t ≈ 10 ns, consistent with a brief activation
of the |01〉 ↔ |10〉 transition between qubits 0 and 1.
When the initial state is |001〉, any population transfers are
instead at least one order of magnitude lower.

Furthermore, tuning qubits 1 and 2 from different fre-
quencies into the resonance appears to affect the parameter
φ, making it deviate from π and thus lowering the gate
fidelity. To improve the tuning of the qubit energies, one
could try methods developed for nonadiabatic holonomic
gates [153]. In that paper, it is shown that, while λ1 and
λ2 should have the same time dependence, there is some
freedom to choose the time dependence of δ. This freedom
can then be used to implement various optimal-control
methods to improve the robustness of the gate.

An additional source of error may be that the states
|001〉, |100〉, and |010〉 form a � system during the gate
operation, with |001〉 and |010〉 having the same energy.
Although |100〉 is detuned from the other two states by
the anharmonicity α0, there will still be a small effective
coupling between |001〉 and |010〉 that can contribute to
lowering the gate fidelity. This effect can be reduced by
increasing the anharmonicity.

To further put the time gained by performing the three-
qubit gate in perspective, we show in Fig. 8 the decomposi-
tion of the CCZS(π/2,π , 0) gate into single-qubit gates and
two-qubit CZ gates between the middle qubit and its neigh-
bors. Note that this is different from the decomposition in
Fig. 2, which assumes access to a parametrized XY gate in
addition to the CZ gates we have here. From the decom-
position in Fig. 8, we see that five sequential CZ gates
would be needed to implement this three-qubit gate in the
setup at hand. Even if we assume that single-qubit gates
take negligible time compared to two-qubit gates, this still
means that we gain more than a factor 7 in gate time by
implementing the three-qubit gate using our scheme.

2. Tunable couplers

a. Setup and operation. We next consider the setup with
tunable couplers as shown in Fig. 9. This setup is modeled
with the Hamiltonian

H =
∑

i=0,1,2

[
ωia

†
i ai + αi

2
a†

i ai(a
†
i ai − 1)

]

+
∑

j =1,2

[
ωcj (t)b

†
j bj + αcj

2
b†

j bj (b
†
j bj − 1)

]

+
∑

i=0,1,2
j =1,2

gij (a
†
i + ai)(b

†
j + bj ), (49)

where ai and a†
i (bj and b†

j ) are the annihilation and cre-
ation operators, respectively, of qubit i (coupler j ), ωi (ωcj )
is its transition frequency, αi (αcj ) its anharmonicity, and
gij is the strength of the capacitive coupling between qubit
i and coupler j . We use parameter values similar to recent
updates of the design in Ref. [97]. These values, which are
kept fixed throughout all simulations, are given in Table I.
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2 , π, 0)
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=
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√
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X Zπ/4
√

X
√

X Z−3π/4
√

X Z−π/2
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X

FIG. 8. Decomposition of the CCZS(π/2,π , 0) gate into single-qubit and CZ gates, obtained using Qiskit [154]. For the single-qubit
gates, we use the notation S = √

Z = Zπ/2 and
√

X = Xπ/2. Note that this decomposition requires qubit 2 being placed in the middle
of the linear chain, since it has to perform CZ gates with both qubit 0 and qubit 1.

To activate the gate, the magnetic flux�j (t) through the
superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) of
coupler j (see Fig. 9) is modulated as

�j (t) = �j + δj (t) cos(ω�j t + ϕj ), (50)

where �j is the dc bias, δj (t) is an envelope function with
sinusoidal rise and fall of 25 ns and a constant value δ0j
for a time tp in between such that tgate = tp + 50 ns, ω�j
is the modulation frequency [close to resonance with the
transition frequency between the states that are coupled by
the CZ gate (see Fig. 1)], and ϕj is the initial phase of the
drive, which is kept equal to zero until we need to calibrate
different values of φ in the CCZS gate family. Modulating
a symmetric SQUID like this results in a time-dependent
coupler frequency [103]

ωcj (t) = ω0
cj

√∣∣∣∣ cos
(
π
�(t)
�0

)∣∣∣∣, (51)

where �0 is the flux quantum. Our control parameters for
the CCZS gate are thus tp , δ0j ,�j , and the detuning between
ω�j and the expected resonant frequency.

b. Calibration procedure and results. We calibrate gates in
the CCZS family by the following procedure.

FIG. 9. Setup for implementing the CCZS gate with tunable
couplers c1 and c2 connecting the qubits. The frequency of each
coupler j is tuned by changing the magnetic flux �j through the
loop formed by the two Josephson junctions.

1. We first tune up high-fidelity CZ01 and CZ02 gates
with equal gate times. Both CZ gates must be imple-
mented such that the second excited state used is
that of qubit 0, as shown in Fig. 1(b). We begin
by exploring the parameter space spanned by �j
and δ0j to find values that yield high population
transfers from |101j 〉 to |200j 〉. We then plot the pop-
ulation in |200j 〉 as a function of tgate and ω�j as in
Figs. 10(a) and 10(c) and go along the value of ω�j
that corresponds to the tip of the resulting chevron
pattern to the first value of tgate that returns all popu-
lation to |101j 〉. Finally, we confirm that the CZ gate
fidelity around this point in parameter space is close
to 100% and pick the parameter values in this area
that give the highest gate fidelity.

2. Next, we apply pulses to both couplers with the
same dc biases and amplitudes as for the good CZ
gates found in the previous step, but sweep the mod-
ulation frequency of both pulses around the values
for the CZ gates. The smoking gun for the CCZS gates
is a maximal population transfer between |101〉 and
|110〉, which corresponds to θ = π/2. We expect
such a point in parameter space to show up at gate
times around

√
2 shorter than those found for the CZ

gates. Having found such a point, we check that the
gate fidelity around that point is close to 100% for
the CCZS(π/2,φ, 0) gate. We then pick the param-
eter values in this area that give the highest gate
fidelity for the desired value of φ.

3. Other elements of the CCZS gate family can also
be found, but none of them have such a clear sig-
nature as the |101〉 ↔ |110〉 population transfer. In
particular, other values for the phase φ are found by

TABLE I. Parameter values used in Eq. (49) for the simulations
of implementing CCZS gates with tunable couplers. Here, ω0

cj
is

the maximum frequency of coupler j . All values are given in
units of gigahertz.

i ωi/2π αi/2π ω0
cj
/2π αcj /2π gi1/2π gi2/2π

0 4.8 −0.17 0.07 0.07
1 4.225 −0.18 7.8 −0.12 0.07
2 4.35 −0.18 8.0 −0.12 0.07
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

CZ

CZ

CCZS

FIG. 10. Calibrating the CCZS gate with tunable couplers. (a) Population in |200〉 as a function of gate time and the detuning between
the modulation frequency ω�1 and the frequency of the transition |110〉 ↔ |200〉 when calibrating the CZ01 gate by initializing the
system in |110〉. (b) The gate fidelity for the CZ01 gate for the parameters in (a). (c) Population in |200〉 as a function of gate time
and the detuning between the modulation frequency ω�2 and the frequency of the transition |101〉 ↔ |200〉 when calibrating the CZ02
gate by initializing the system in |101〉. (d) The gate fidelity for the CZ02 gate for the parameters in (c). (e) Population in |110〉 as a
function of gate time and the detuning between the modulation frequency ω�1 and the frequency of the transition |110〉 ↔ |200〉 when
calibrating the CCZS(π/2,π , 0) gate by initializing the system in |101〉. During the calibration, we also vary ω�2 , but in this plot it is
kept fixed. (f) The gate fidelity for the CCZS(π/2,π , 0) gate for the parameters in (e).

changing the relative initial phase between the two
pulses, ϕ1 − ϕ2. Other values of θ can, in principle,
be found by combining the controls of individual CZ
gates with different gate strengths and adjusting the
gate time accordingly [see the discussion below Eq.
(26)].

We now show how such a calibration procedure can look
like in practice. We first plot the population in |200j 〉 as a
function of tgate and ω�j for the two individual CZ gates
in Figs. 10(a) and 10(c). We find high-fidelity (>99.7%
and >99.9%) CZ gates with similar gate times, around 405

and 396 ns, by choosing a dc bias �j = 0.275�0 for both
couplers and an amplitude δ0j ≈ 0.08�0. In Figs. 10(b)
and 10(d), we show the corresponding maps of gate fidelity
as a function of gate time and ω�j .

We then try applying the same pulses simultaneously.
The parameters we vary are now the two modulation
frequencies (and the gate time), so we need to look at dif-
ferent projections of the resulting two-dimensional param-
eter space. In Fig. 10(e), we show one such projection,
fixing ω�2 and plotting the population in |101〉 as a
function of ω�1 and tgate. The corresponding gate
fidelity for CCZS(π/2,π , 0) as a function of the same
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parameters is plotted in Fig. 10(f). Selecting the parameters
that yield the highest population transfer, and optimizing
for fidelity around those values, we find a CCZS(π/2,π , 0)
gate with tgate = 291 ns, which is approximately a factor√

2 shorter plateau time tp than the individual CZ gates.
The gate fidelity is > 99.1%.

In the simulations for Fig. 10, we used three energy
levels per qubit and tunable coupler to avoid making
the computations too heavy. However, all fidelity values
quoted for the calibrated gates in the preceding paragraphs
are obtained using four energy levels per qubit, ensur-
ing that effects of leakage to higher levels and dispersive
shifts resulting from the presence of higher levels are not
omitted. Compared to the fidelity values obtained in sim-
ulations with three levels per qubit, the values for four
levels are only about 0.1% lower. This slight decrease
is not necessarily due to increased leakage or ZZ cou-
pling from the fourth levels, but may largely be attributed
to us not having found the optimal operating point for
the gate when the numerical simulations took longer
to run.

Note that, just as for the simulations with tunable qubits
above, we have not included any effects of decoherence in
these simulations. The impact of decoherence will be less
the faster the gates are. It is possible to calibrate faster CZ
and CCZS gates than the examples shown here in Fig. 10 by
choosing other values of �j and δ0j , but we have chosen
to show these examples since they illustrate the calibration
and workings of the gates more clearly than some of the
faster gates.

c. Tuning the gate parameter φ. To further demonstrate the
extensive control of gate parameters afforded by the setup
with tunable couplers, we calibrate the CCZS(π/2,φ, 0)
gate for many values of φ in the range [0, 2π ]. We
do this by starting from the optimized parameters for
CCZS(π/2,π , 0) found above and then tuning the phase
difference ϕ1 − ϕ2 between the signals modulating the
two tunable couplers. The resulting gate fidelities for
CCZS(π/2,φ, 0) are shown in Fig. 11. For all values of
φ we try, we find gate fidelities above 99%. These high
gate fidelities are achieved along the line φ = π + ϕ1 − ϕ2
mod 2π , as expected from Eq. (21).

d. Error sources Just as for the setup with tunable qubits in
Sec. II E 2, we do not reach perfect 100% gate fidelity in
our simulations of the setup with tunable couplers, despite
neglecting decoherence effects. The remaining error has
multiple contributions. Firstly, the pulse shape δj (t) is cho-
sen to be very simple; no optimal control is applied to
improve it. Secondly, higher-order interactions between
the qubits mediated by the off-resonant couplers result
in ZZ interactions that disturb the three-qubit gate. We
observe higher gate fidelities if we allow ourselves to
correct phases like those produced by such interactions.
This suggests that schemes for reducing unwanted ZZ
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FIG. 11. Calibrating the CCZS(π/2,φ, 0) gate by tuning the
phase difference ϕ1 − ϕ2 between the signals modulating the
two tunable couplers. The simulations are performed using three
energy levels per qubit. The plots shows the gate fidelity for
the CCZS(π/2,φ, 0) gate as a function of φ and ϕ1 − ϕ2. All
other parameters are the same as those that gave the highest gate
fidelity for CCZS(π/2,π , 0) in Fig. 10. For each value of φ shown
in the plot, the highest gate fidelity exceeds 99%.

interactions in two-qubit gates (see, e.g., Refs. [92,93])
could also be helpful for the three-qubit gate considered
here.

Thirdly, we note that we restricted ourselves to cali-
brating gates of the form CCZS(π/2,φ, 0). It is possible
that some of the gates we produced had higher gate fideli-
ties with CCZS(θ ,φ, γ ) for other values of θ and γ , but
we preferred tuning up and showing fidelities for a gate
with clearer functionality rather than searching the space
of parameters θ and γ to find the highest possible fidelity.
Finally, the simulations with five three-level transmon
qubits are quite computationally heavy and we needed to
search a ten-dimensional parameter space (plateau times
tp , modulation frequencies ω�j , modulation phases φj ,
modulation amplitudes δ0j , and dc biases �j ). There is
thus certainly room for improvement in exploration of this
parameter space.

III. SIMULTANEOUS iSWAP GATES

In this section, we show that the idea of applying simul-
taneous two-qubit gates to create multiqubit gates is not
limited to the CZ gates studied in Sec. II. Here, we investi-
gate what happens when the simultaneous gates are iSWAP
gates instead. The treatment in this section will be more
condensed than in the previous one, since some parts turn
out to be quite similar. We note that several other combina-
tions of two-qubit gates are possible, but the detailed study
of such possibilities is left for future work.

A. Setup and gate operation

We consider simultaneous application of iSWAP gates
that are based on activating a coupling between the states
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(a)

(c)

(b)iSWAP01 iSWAP01
iSWAP02

DIV

iSWAP02

FIG. 12. Setup and operation for the three-qubit gate realized
through simultaneous application of two iSWAP gates. (a) The
setup considered is a linear chain of three qubits with nearest-
neighbor coupling. The iSWAP gates iSWAP0j between qubits 0
and j = {1, 2} are applied simultaneously by activating couplings
between the |100j 〉 and |001j 〉 states with coupling strength gj .
(b) The transitions in the three-qubit system activated by the
application of the iSWAP gates. The states |000〉 and |111〉 are
not affected by the gates. (c) We denote the three-qubit opera-
tion resulting from the simultaneous application of the two iSWAP
gates by DIV, since it is a “divider” gate that can distribute one or
two excitations among all three qubits.

|01〉 and |10〉. In such gates, the states |00〉 and |11〉 do
not couple to other states and remain unchanged while the
states |01〉 and |10〉 are swapped and acquire a phase fac-
tor −i. In superconducting circuits, just as for the CZ gate,
the required coupling can be achieved either by tuning
the frequencies of the two qubits into resonance [88,89],
possibly in conjunction with tuning a coupler [92,93], by
parametrically modulating a tunable coupler between two
fixed-frequency qubits [95,98,107], or by parametrically
modulating one of the qubits [108,148]. In Ref. [92], a gate
fidelity of 99.86% was reported for a gate time of 30 ns.

1. Hamiltonians and time evolution

We consider the same linear chain of three qubits as for
the CCZS gate in Fig. 1, but now coupling the transitions
between the states |100j 〉 and |001j 〉 with strengths gj , as
illustrated in Fig. 12(a). A simplification compared to the
simultaneous CZ gates is that no second excited state of any
qubit becomes part of the dynamics. For the simultaneous
iSWAP gates, only the transitions shown in Fig. 12(b) are
activated.

Assuming for simplicity that the transitions shown in
Fig. 12(b) are resonant (δ = 0), and that all other transi-
tions are far off resonance, the Hamiltonian for the system
can in the interaction picture be written as

H = σ 10
0 (g1σ

01
1 + g2σ

01
2 )+ H.c., (52)

with operators defined as in Sec. II D 2 a. This Hamiltonian
conserves the number of excitations in the system and we

also see that the transitions in Fig. 12(b) occur within the
subspaces determined by the excitation number.

In the subspaces with one and two excitations, � or V
systems are formed. Just as in Sec. II A 1, it is thus con-
venient to introduce new basis states that include dark and
bright states. Defining

|B1〉 = g1|10〉 + g2|01〉
�

, (53)

|B2〉 = g2|10〉 + g1|01〉
�

, (54)

|D1〉 = g2|10〉 − g1|01〉
�

, (55)

|D2〉 = g1|10〉 − g2|01〉
�

, (56)

where

� =
√

g2
1 + g2

2 , (57)

the unitary dynamics generated by the system Hamiltonian
in Eq. (52) can be expressed as

U = |000〉〈000| + |111〉〈111|
+ |0D2〉〈0D2| + |1D1〉〈1D1|
+ cos(�t)I ′ − i sin(�t)σ ′

x

+ cos(�t)I ′′ − i sin(�t)σ ′′
x , (58)

where I ′ and σ ′
x are defined in the subspace spanned by

|100〉 and |0B1〉, and I ′′ and σ ′′
x are defined in the subspace

spanned by |011〉 and |1B2〉.

2. The family of three-qubit gates

The results above show that the states in the computa-
tional subspace of the three qubits are affected as follows:
|000〉 and |111〉 are unchanged, while states are swapped
around in the single- and double-excitation subspaces.
By introducing the notation tan θ = g2/g1 (we assume for
simplicity that g1 and g2 are in phase) and ϕ = �t, we
can write the three-qubit gate, which we denote DIV [see
Fig. 12(c)], as

UDIV(θ ,ϕ) = U0 ⊕ U1(θ ,ϕ)⊕ U2(θ ,ϕ)⊕ U3, (59)

where Uj acts on the j -excitation subspace. Here, U0 =
U3 = 1, while U1 and U2 are found by transforming from
the basis with bright and dark states used in Eq. (58) (see
Appendix A) to the computational basis; in the single-
excitation subspace spanned by |010〉, |100〉, and |001〉, we
obtain
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U1(θ ,ϕ) =
⎡

⎣
sin2 θ + cos2 θ cosϕ −i cos θ sinϕ 1

2 sin 2θ (cosϕ − 1)
−i cos θ sinϕ cosϕ −i sin θ sinϕ

1
2 sin 2θ (cosϕ − 1) −i sin θ sinϕ cos2 θ + sin2 θ cosϕ

⎤

⎦ , (60)

and U2(θ ,ϕ) for the double-excitation subspace spanned
by |101〉, |011〉, and |110〉 has exactly the same form.

An important difference between the DIV gate from
simultaneous iSWAP gates and the CCZS gate from simulta-
neous CZ gates in the previous section is that the operation
of the DIV gate never makes any population leave the com-
putational subspace. This is why we can vary the parameter
ϕ freely by choosing the evolution time t. In the CCZS gate,
the evolution time is heavily constrained by the need to
ensure that the temporary population in the middle qubit’s
second excited state returns to the computational subspace
at the end of the gate.

3. Examples of three-qubit gates

We now study some simple parameter choices for the
DIV gate. If we set g1 = g, g2 = 0, and ϕ = π/2, i.e.,
tgate = π/2g, we recover the two-qubit iSWAP gate acting
on qubits 0 and 1. In the same way, if g1 = 0, g2 = g,
and ϕ = π/2, we have the two-qubit iSWAP gate acting on
qubits 0 and 2.

If we activate both these iSWAP interactions simultane-
ously, i.e., g1 = g2 = g such that θ = π/4, and choose the
gate time tgate = π/2

√
2g such that ϕ = π/2, we obtain

DIV(π/4,π/2), for which

U1,2(π/4,π/2) =
⎡

⎣
1
2 −i/

√
2 − 1

2
−i/

√
2 0 −i/

√
2

− 1
2 −i/

√
2 1

2

⎤

⎦ . (61)

This gate, which is a factor
√

2 faster than the individual
two-qubit iSWAP gates, thus takes a single excitation in the
middle qubit and divides it evenly between the two outer
qubits. A single excitation in one of the outer qubits ends
up divided across all three qubits: half in the middle qubit
and a quarter in each of the outer qubits.

If we keep the two coupling strengths the same (g1 =
g2 = g such that θ = π/4), but vary the parameter ϕ by
varying the gate time t = ϕ/

√
2g, the gate becomes

U1,2(π/4,ϕ)

=
⎡

⎣
1
2 (1 + cosϕ) −(i/√2) sinϕ 1

2 (cosϕ − 1)
−(i/√2) sinϕ cosϕ −(i/√2) sinϕ
1
2 (cosϕ − 1) −(i/√2) sinϕ 1

2 (1 + cosϕ)

⎤

⎦ .

(62)

If we instead fix ϕ = π/2, but vary θ by varying the ratio
of the coupling strengths g1 and g2, the resulting gate is

given by

U1,2(θ ,π/2) =
⎡

⎣
sin2 θ −i cos θ − 1

2 sin 2θ
−i cos θ 0 −i sin θ
− 1

2 sin 2θ −i sin θ cos2 θ

⎤

⎦ .

(63)

B. Decomposition into two-qubit gates

We note that all the three-qubit gates in Sec. III A 3
entangle all three qubits. Although finding a decomposi-
tion of the DIV gate into single- and two-qubit gates is less
straightforward than for the CCZS gate in Sec. II B, we
can from this entanglement conclude that at the very least
two sequential two-qubit gates are necessary for such a
decomposition. Since the three-qubit gate is already faster
than a single two-qubit gate, this guarantees a significant
speedup.

C. Constructing other three-qubit gates

Unlike the CCZS gate, the DIV gate cannot be interpreted
as one qubit controlling a two-qubit operation on the other
two qubits. The most well-known three-qubit gates, the
Fredkin, iFredkin, and Toffoli gates considered in Sec. III
C, are all such gates. It is thus clear that the DIV gate can-
not be equivalent to any of these three-qubit gates for any
choice of parameters θ and ϕ. Furthermore, it does not
appear possible to change any DIV gate into such a form
by adding a single two-qubit gate before or after the DIV
gate.

D. Creating large entangled states

We now turn to how the DIV gate and its generalizations
to more qubits can be used to rapidly create large entan-
gled states, similar to what we showed for the CCZS gate in
Sec. II D. We first note that arbitrary superpositions of all
permutations of three-qubit states with one excitation can
easily be created by starting from |000〉, exciting qubit 0,
and then applying the DIV gate for suitable values of θ and
ϕ, yielding

U1(θ ,ϕ)|100〉
= cosϕ|100〉 − i sinϕ(cos θ |010〉 + sin θ |001〉). (64)

In particular, the three-qubit W state

|D1
3〉 = 1√

3
(|100〉 + |010〉 + |001〉) (65)
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|0〉 X

DIV

(π
4 , arctan

√
2)

|0〉 S

|0〉 S

FIG. 13. Quantum circuit for generating the three-qubit W
state (|100〉 + |010〉 + |001〉) /√3 using the DIV gate. The phase
gate S is

√
Z.

can be constructed by choosing θ = π/4 (i.e., g1 = g2) and
ϕ = arctan

√
2 in Eq. (64), and following that by applying

single-qubit gates to qubits 1 and 2, as shown in Fig. 13.
We note that the experiment in Ref. [121] showed how

to construct a W state by single-qubit rotations and a single
application of simultaneous iSWAP interactions between
all three qubits in a triangular setup instead of the linear
chain considered here. A generalization of this protocol to
more qubits is given in Ref. [155]. Furthermore, a protocol
to construct the three-qubit GHZ state using single-qubit
rotations and a single application of simultaneous iSWAP
interactions in a linear chain like we consider here was
presented in Ref. [156].

The multiqubit version of the simultaneous iSWAP inter-
action, where the dynamics of a central qubit 0 and its
N nearest neighbors {j } are governed by the interaction-
picture Hamiltonian

H = σ 10
0

N∑

j =1

gj σ
01
j + H.c., (66)

is the same as the simultaneous CZ interaction given in
Eq. (39) except that it is the |0〉 ↔ |1〉 transition that cou-
ples to the surrounding qubits instead of the |1〉 ↔ |2〉
transition. We can thus reuse much of what we derived
in Sec. II D 2 about how to rapidly create large Dicke
states. For example, the procedure for creating W states
with many qubits described in Fig. 6 can also be imple-
mented with simultaneous iSWAP gates. It is actually even
easier, since the initial qubit only needs to be prepared in
state |1〉 instead of |2〉 and the later step of flipping |1〉 to
|2〉 for other qubits described there can be omitted.

To create superpositions of Dicke states like in Sec. II
D 2, only a minor modification of the protocol presented
there is needed to adapt it to simultaneous iSWAP gates. We
simply change the states |00〉, |10〉, and |20〉 to |20〉, |00〉,
and |10〉, respectively, during the execution of the protocol.
At the end, we change them back to obtain the state in Eq.
(43).

E. Experimental feasibility

In the same way as for the CCZS gate (see
Sec. II E), there are several experimental setups with
superconducting qubits that could be used to implement
the simultaneous iSWAP gates that make up the DIV gate.
This includes setups with tunable qubits, where the states
|01〉 and |10〉 are tuned into resonance [88,89]. This acti-
vation of the iSWAP gate can be further enhanced with a
tunable coupler [92,93]. The other type of setup uses para-
metric modulation of either a tunable coupler [95,98,107]
or one of the qubits [108,148].

For brevity and simplicity, we here limit our simula-
tions to the implementation with tunable qubits. In this
implementation, the parameter θ is fixed by the coupling
strengths set in the hardware and cannot be changed in
experiment. An implementation with parametric modula-
tion of tunable couplers instead would enable controlling
θ in situ. Such an implementation can be calibrated in sim-
ilar fashion as the CCZS gate with tunable couplers in Sec.
II E 2.

For the implementation with tunable qubits, we consider
the same setup and parameters as in Sec. II E 1 except that
we increase the maximum energy of qubit 2 to ω0; see
Fig. 7(a) and Eqs. (46)–(48) with gj = λj /2. We further
use the same pulse shapes as in Fig. 7(b), but now tuning
ω1 and ω2 into resonance with ω0 instead of ω0 + α0 and
adapting the gate times to yield the iSWAP and DIV gates,
resulting in the tuning shown in Fig. 14(a).

We first tune up the individual iSWAP01 and iSWAP02
gates by tuning just one of the outer qubits into resonance
with the middle qubit. For the iSWAP01 gate, we find a gate
fidelity of 99.8% with a gate time tgate,iSWAP01 = 66.8 ns,
and for the iSWAP02 gate, we find a gate fidelity of 99.6%
using the same gate time.

We then tune up the DIV(π/4,π/2) gate [see Eq. (61)]
by tuning both outer qubits into resonance with the mid-
dle qubit in a synchronized fashion, reducing the gate time
by around a factor

√
2. Note that other values of ϕ are

easily implemented by decreasing or increasing the gate
time, while θ = π/4 is fixed by the choice of g1 = g2
used here. For the DIV(π/4,π/2) gate, we find a gate
fidelity of 99.68% for the gate time tgate,DIV = 47.5 ns ≈
tgate,iSWAP/

√
2. Just as in Sec. II E, the gate fidelity is cal-

culated without including any effects of decoherence in
the simulation. To illustrate the calibrated gate, we plot in
Fig. 14(b) the population transfers in the single-excitation
subspace when the system is initialized in the state |010〉.

As in Sec. II E 1, we check the impact on gate
fidelity of deviations from design values for the coupling
strengths. We optimize the DIV(π/4,π/2) gate with g2 =
1.1g1 (instead of g2 = g1 that we used above) and find
a gate fidelity of 99.71%. For the DIV(arctan g2/g1,π/2)
gate, which should be best suited to unequal couplings, we
find a fidelity of 99.69%. It thus appears that the small
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FIG. 14. Implementing the DIV(π/4,π/2) gate with tunable
qubits. (a) The tuning of the qubit energies used to realize the
gate. (b) Population of the states |100〉, |010〉, and |001〉 (the
single-excitation subspace) as a function of time during the gate
when the initial state is |010〉. As Eq. (61) shows, the effect of the
gate is to divide an excitation in one of the outer qubits such that
half ends up in the middle qubit and a quarter each in the outer
qubits.

variation in coupling strength, which corresponds to a
change in angle θ for the gate of just 2.7◦, does not signifi-
cantly impact the fidelity, which rather seems to depend on
the optimization of the tuning of the qubits in and out of
the resonance of the gate.

The deviation from perfect gate fidelity for the gate in
Fig. 14 can be attributed to several factors, similar to the
case of the CCZS gate with tunable qubits in Sec. II E 1.
As we tune qubit 2 into resonance with qubit 0, we pass
the point where ω2 = ω0 + α0, i.e., where the |1012〉 ↔
|2002〉 transition is resonant. Similarly, when qubit 1 is
tuned into resonance with qubit 0, it passes the point
where ω1 + α1 = ω0, i.e., where the |1011〉 ↔ |0021〉 tran-
sition is resonant. These transitions can cause leakage from
the computational subspace. Data from simulations with
the initial state being |110〉, |101〉, and |011〉, shown in
Appendix B, support this explanation. When the initial
state is |110〉 (|101〉), we observe an increase of the |020〉
(|200〉) population of about 1 × 10−2 (5 × 10−3) occur-
ring at t ≈ 10 ns, consistent with a brief activation of the
|1011〉 ↔ |0021〉 (|1012〉 ↔ |2002〉) transition. When the

initial state is |011〉, any population transfers during the
initial tuning into resonance are instead at least one order
of magnitude lower. Just like for the CCZS gate, it would
likely be beneficial to apply more advanced methods for
optimizing the tuning of the qubits in and out of resonance.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have shown how multiqubit gates can be constructed
and implemented by simultaneously applying two-qubit
gates to a group of qubits such that at least one qubit is
affected by the operation of two or more of these two-qubit
gates. The resulting multiqubit gates are as fast as, and
in many cases clearly faster than, the individual two-qubit
gates on their own. Furthermore, the multiqubit gates can
have larger entangling power than the sequential applica-
tion of the constituent two-qubit gates, in addition to being
much faster than such a sequential application.

Since our scheme for multiqubit gates only relies on
control operations corresponding to two-qubit gates, our
ideas are ready to be implemented in existing quantum
hardware without the need for any additional components,
complicated pulse shapes, hardware redesign, or other
changes beyond some recalibration of the lengths (and in
some cases, the phases) of the control pulses already opti-
mized for two-qubit gates. This means that the multiqubit
gates presented in this article, and other multiqubit gates
using the same principles, could become useful imme-
diately across mature quantum-computing platforms like
superconducting circuits, trapped ions, and others.

We illustrated our ideas for multiqubit gates with two
specific examples: simultaneously applied interactions for
CZ gates and simultaneously applied interactions for iSWAP
gates. For the simultaneous CZ gates, based on activating
the |11〉 ↔ |02〉 transition, we showed that applying them
to the nearest neighbors in a linear chain of three qubits,
with the middle qubit being the one excited to |2〉, resulted
in a three-qubit gate that we denoted CCZS. This CCZS gate
applies a combination of the CZ and SWAP gates to the outer
qubits in the chain conditioned on the middle qubit being
in its excited state. By controlling the ratio of amplitudes
and the relative phases of the pulses for the constituent CZ
gates, and also the detuning from resonance of the |11〉 ↔
|02〉 transition, we gain access to a whole family of CCZS
gates. For the case where the CZ control pulses are in phase,
on resonance, and of equal amplitude, the gate time for the
CCZS gate is a factor

√
2 shorter than for a single CZ gate.

Exploring the entangling power of the CCZS gates, we
showed that a decomposition of a gate in the CCZS fam-
ily in general requires three sequential two-qubit gates. We
also demonstrated that gates from the CCZS family can be
used to construct other three-qubit gates: the iFredkin and
Fredkin gates are equivalent to a CCZS gate followed by a
two-qubit CZ gate or a three-qubit CCZ gate, respectively.
For the iFredkin gate, this suggests that we can implement
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it twice as fast using a construction with a CCZS gate than a
standard decomposition into two-qubit gates. Furthermore,
we showed that a single CCZS gate combined with a few
single-qubit gates can be used to construct an entangled
three-qubit GHZ state. Finally, we generalized the CCZS
gate operation to more qubits and showed that, in com-
bination with a few single-qubit gates, it can create large
entangled Dicke states in very few steps.

For the simultaneous iSWAP gates, based on activating
the |01〉 ↔ |10〉 transition, we showed that, when they are
applied in a linear chain of three qubits, a three-qubit gate
that we denoted DIV is created. The DIV gate distributes
excitations among the three qubits within the one- and
two-excitation subspaces while leaving the states |000〉 and
|111〉 unchanged. We showed that we can create a large
family of DIV gates by controlling the gate time and the
relative strength of the two constituent iSWAP gates. Fur-
thermore, similar to the CCZS gates, we showed that the
DIV gates are in general faster than single iSWAP gates and
can be used to rapidly construct large entangled states like
Dicke and GHZ states.

For both the CCZS gate and the DIV gate, we performed
numerical simulations using parameters from existing
state-of-the-art quantum hardware with superconducting
qubits to demonstrate that these three-qubit gates are ready
to be implemented with high fidelity in experiments. For
the CCZS gate, we showed that it can be implemented with
both tunable qubits and with tunable couplers, where the
latter gives some more freedom to control parameters and
realize the whole family of gates. We found that both
setups enable gate fidelities exceeding 99.3%, with the
tunable qubits reaching a gate fidelity above 99.4%. For
the DIV gate, we limited the simulations to the setup with
tunable qubits and demonstrated a gate fidelity exceeding
99.6%. We emphasize that all these simulations used quite
simple and straightforward methods for optimization and
calibration, indicating that these high gate fidelities should
be within reach in experiment. Furthermore, we identi-
fied factors contributing to the deviations from perfect
gate fidelity, e.g., lack of optimal control applied to gate
parameters varying in time and the presence of unwanted
ZZ coupling. This allowed us to suggest several improve-
ments to the operation of the three-qubit gates, which
should enable even higher gate fidelities than demonstrated
here.

In conclusion, we have introduced a general method for
creating multiqubit gates using two-qubit gates already in
use in current quantum hardware. We have shown that
these multiqubit gates are fast, powerful, and ready to be
implemented in existing experimental setups without any
significant modifications needed. This opens up a wealth
of possible applications by making quantum circuits more
compact and faster to run, which is crucial for unleashing
the potential of NISQ devices that are limited by coherence
times.

V. OUTLOOK

We see at least five directions for further research
building on the results presented in this article. The first
is to test the ideas detailed here in actual experiments.
Such experiments could be performed using various setups
with superconducting qubits, as we have analyzed in Secs.
II E and III E, but also on other quantum hardware plat-
forms. We note that experimental implementations would
benefit from further developing calibration methods com-
pared to what we showed in Secs. II E and III E. In the
numerical simulations there, we had access to the full prop-
agator associated with the gate. This allowed us to simplify
the calibration process substantially, since we could eas-
ily check the average gate fidelity for those points in
parameter space that showed population transfers between
the computational states corresponding to the gate we
sought.

The question of experiments ties into the second
research direction, which is to analyze how well the
schemes from this article will perform on other platforms
than superconducting qubits, e.g., trapped ions and Ryd-
berg atoms. Furthermore, it should be investigated whether
there are two-qubit gate implementations native to these
other platforms that can be run simultaneously to create
new multiqubit gates.

This last part can also be viewed as part of the third
research direction, which is to find more multiqubit gates
realized through simultaneous application of other two-
qubit gates than CZ and iSWAP, which were used as exam-
ples in this article. Candidates for such two-qubit gates
include CNOT gates implemented through cross-resonance
driving [157,158]. It may also be possible to simultane-
ously apply different two-qubit gates to different pairs of
qubits to create yet other multiqubit gates.

The fourth research direction we envision is to com-
pile or transpile various quantum algorithms anew with
the novel multiqubit gates included in the native gate set
of the device that the algorithm is to be executed on. We
expect this to lead to a significantly reduced circuit depth
and run time for some algorithms. As mentioned in the
Introduction, the CCZS gate seems particularly suited to
improve phase estimation and spectrum qubitization, but
there are likely many more algorithms that would bene-
fit from its inclusion. For example, one could investigate
the use of our multiqubit gates in the entangling layers
of variational quantum algorithms [12] like the quantum
approximate optimization algorithm [159], the quantum
alternating operator ansatz [86], or the variational quantum
eigensolver [160].

Finally, we also believe that tools from optimal control
and insights from other works on optimizing pulse shap-
ing for gates should be applied to the multiqubit gates
developed here. This could help achieve even higher gate
fidelities and shorter circuit run times by reducing leakage
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to states outside the computational subspace and further
decreasing the gate time.
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Note added.—We recently became aware of patent
application PCT/US2019/016047 from Niu et al. at
Google [162], who independently found the idea of the
CCZS(θ ,π , 0) gate. In their realization, the only parameter
that can be tuned is θ , which is set by the ratio of the ampli-
tudes of the coupling strengths for the two |11〉 ↔ |02〉
transitions involved in the gate.

After this manuscript was submitted for publication, the
preprint of Ref. [163] appeared on arXiv. In that preprint, it
was experimentally demonstrated that simultaneous cross-
resonance driving on a chain of three superconducting
qubits (as suggested in Sec. V above) yields a three-qubit
iToffoli gate.

APPENDIX A: SIMULTANEOUS CZ GATES WITH
COUPLING BETWEEN QUBITS 1 AND 2

In this appendix, we consider the setup from Sec. II
A with the addition of a direct coupling between qubits
1 and 2. In superconducting circuits, such a coupling can
arise due to a small capacitance connecting the two distant
qubits or due to a tailored all-to-all coupling in a triangular
lattice [164].

For setups where the CZ gates are performed by tun-
ing the states |101j 〉 and |200j 〉 into resonance, the states
|x01〉 and |x10〉 with x = {0, 1, 2} will also become reso-
nant. Then, a direct coupling between qubits 1 and 2 will
activate an iSWAP gate between them. If the CZ gates are
instead performed through parametric modulation of tun-
able couplers between the three qubits, such an iSWAP gate
will be activated if there is a frequency component of the
modulation in the coupler connecting qubits 1 and 2 that
matches the energy difference between the states |x01〉 and
|x10〉.

We thus have three additions to the diagram in Fig. 1(b):
a coupling between |101〉 and |110〉, transforming the
effective � system in the upper part of the figure into a
� system; a coupling between |201〉 and |210〉, transform-
ing the effective V system in the lower part of the figure
into a ∇ system; and a coupling between |001〉 and |010〉.
The effect of the last part is simply to change the first term
in Eq. (19) from |0〉〈0|0 ⊗ I1 ⊗ I2 to |0〉〈0|0 ⊗ UiSWAP(β),

where

UiSWAP(β) =

⎡

⎢
⎣

1 0 0 0
0 cosβ −i sinβ 0
0 −i sinβ cosβ 0
0 0 0 1

⎤

⎥
⎦ (A1)

and the angle β = gt is determined by the interaction
strength g between |001〉 and |010〉 and the gate time t.
In the following, we therefore investigate the dynamics of
the effective three-level systems, which will determine the
gate time, since we must make sure to return all population
to the computational subspace at the end of the gate.

To clarify the dynamics in the full system, we now
model the � system separately as in Ref. [165]. For
brevity, the states |101〉, |200〉, and |110〉 are renamed |1〉,
|2〉, and |3〉, respectively. Denoting the coupling strength
on the transition |i〉 ↔ |j 〉 by αij (note that g = α13) and
assuming that this transition is activated by parametrically
modulating the coupling strength with time dependence
cos

(
νij t + φij

)
, the Hamiltonian for the � system can be

written as

H� = 2α12(|1〉〈2|eiθ12 + H.c.) cos(ν12t + φ12)

+ 2α23(|2〉〈3|eiθ23 + H.c.) cos(ν23t + φ23)

+ 2α13(|1〉〈3|eiθ13 + H.c.) cos(ν13t + φ13)

+
∑

i

ωi|i〉〈i|, (A2)

where ωi is the energy of state |i〉. Transforming to a
suitable rotating frame using the transformation

T = exp[i(ν12t + φ12 − θ12)|1〉〈1|
+ i(ν23t + φ23 + θ23)|3〉〈3|], (A3)

making the rotating-wave approximation, assuming that
ν13 = ν12 − ν23, and shifting the zero energy to ω2, we
obtain

H̃� = α12(|1〉〈2| + |2〉〈1|)
+ α23(|2〉〈3| + |3〉〈2|)
+ α13(|1〉〈3|ei� + |3〉〈1|e−i�)

+�1|1〉〈1| +�3|3〉〈3|, (A4)

where

�1 = ω1 − ω2 − ν12, (A5)

�3 = ω3 − ω2 − ν23, (A6)

� = φ12 − θ12 − φ23 − θ23 + θ13 − φ13. (A7)
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Further simplifying the situation by assuming that �1 =
�3 = 0 (resonant individual CZ gates) and � = 0, intro-
ducing the dark and bright states

|B〉 = sin θ |1〉 + cos θ |3〉, (A8)

|D〉 = cos θ |1〉 − sin θ |3〉, (A9)

where tan θ = α12/α23, and then also assuming that the
two individual CZ gates have equal gate strength (α12 =
α23, so θ = π/4), we arrive at

H̃� =
√

2α12(|B〉〈2| + |2〉〈B|)+ α13(|B〉〈B| − |D〉〈D|).
(A10)

In the space spanned by |B〉, |2〉, and |D〉, this Hamiltonian
can be written in matrix form as

H̃� =
⎡

⎣
α13

√
2α12 0√

2α12 0 0
0 0 −α13

⎤

⎦

= α13

2
I +

⎡

⎢
⎣
α13/2

√
2α12 0√

2α12 −α13/2 0
0 0 −3α13/2

⎤

⎥
⎦ . (A11)

From Eq. (A11), we see that the states |B〉 and |2〉 form a
two-level system with dynamics governed by the Hamilto-
nian

H2 = α13

2
σz +

√
2α12σx = ��n · �σ , (A12)

where

� =
√(

α13

2

)2

+ 2α2
12, (A13)

�n =
(√

2α12

�
, 0,

α13

2�

)
, (A14)

�σ = (
σx, σy , σz

)
. (A15)

Thus, including the phase, the time evolution of |B〉 and |2〉
is given by

e−iα13t/2 [I cos(�t)− sin (�t) �n · �σ ], (A16)

while |D〉 acquires a phase eiα13t.
Since we want to eliminate leakage to the |200〉 = |2〉

state, which is outside of the computational subspace, we
need the off-diagonal elements in Eq. (A16) to be zero.
This is achieved when �t = π . Then, the time evolution
for |B〉, |2〉, and |D〉 is given by

U =
⎡

⎣
−e−iα13t/2 0 0

0 −e−iα13t/2 0
0 0 e−iα13t

⎤

⎦ . (A17)

Transforming back to the bare basis of |1〉, |2〉, and |3〉,
using the fact that the transformation matrix for going from
|1〉, |2〉, and |3〉 to |B〉, |2〉, and |D〉 is

T =
⎡

⎣
sin θ 0 cos θ

0 1 0
cos θ 0 − sin θ

⎤

⎦ , (A18)

we obtain

Ubare =
⎡

⎣
− 1

2 e−iα13t/2(1 − e−iα13t/2) 0 − 1
2 e−iα13t/2(1 + e−iα13t/2)

0 −e−iα13t/2 0
− 1

2 e−iα13t/2(1 + e−iα13t/2) 0 − 1
2 e−iα13t/2(1 − e−iα13t/2)

⎤

⎦ . (A19)

We see from Eq. (A19) that a full population trans-
fer between |101〉 and |110〉 requires either t = 4π/α13 or
α13 = 0. The latter is the case treated in the main text. The
former condition shows that a three-qubit gate similar to
the CCZS gate in Sec. II can also be implemented when
there is an additional nonzero direct coupling α13 between
qubits 1 and 2.

We finally note that the analysis here for the �

system also applies to the ∇ system, if we identify the
states |1〉, |2〉, and |3〉 with |210〉, |111〉, and |201〉,
respectively. This means that the condition �t = π

imposed above also ensures that no leakage from the
computational subspace takes place in the ∇ system, since

the only effect on the state |111〉 is that it acquires a phase
factor − exp (−iα13t/2), as shown by Eq. (A19).

APPENDIX B: FURTHER DATA ON POPULATION
TRANSFERS IN GATE IMPLEMENTATIONS

WITH TUNABLE QUBITS

In this appendix, we present additional data from our
simulations in Secs. II E 1 and III E of the possible imple-
mentations of the CCZS and DIV gates with tunable qubits.
These data shed light on unwanted population transfers
that can occur along the way, and thus decrease gate
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fidelity, when the qubits are tuned into the resonance cor-
responding to the three-qubit gate. We also discuss the
possibility of population transfers to other states than those
shown in the data here.

In Fig. 15, we show the populations of the single-
excitation states |100〉, |010〉, and |001〉 when the
CCZS(π/2,π , 0) gate is implemented as shown in Fig. 7
in Sec. III E 1 for these three initial states. From the data in
Figs. 15(a) and 15(b), we see that roughly 0.4% of the pop-
ulation in the initial states |100〉 and |010〉 is transferred
to the other state after about 10 ns, which is when qubit
1 is tuned through the point where ω1 = ω0, i.e., where
the states |100〉 and |010〉 are on resonance. For the case
when the initial state is |001〉, shown in Fig. 15(c), the
amount of population lost is more than an order of mag-
nitude less, since ω2 does not pass through any similar
resonance during the initial tuning phase of the three-qubit
gate.

We also observe a small population transfer slowly tak-
ing place between the states |010〉 and |001〉 in Figs. 15(b)
and 15(c), beginning when the qubits have been tuned into
resonance such that ω1 = ω2. We attribute this population
transfer to a dispersive coupling between qubits 1 and 2
mediated through qubit 0, which is coupled to both of them
and is detuned from both of them by α0. However, we
note that this population transfer, although accumulated
over the whole gate instead of just during the initial tun-
ing phase, is clearly a smaller effect than the population
transfers discussed in the preceding paragraph, as is most
clearly seen in Fig. 15(b).

In Fig. 16, we show the populations of the double-
excitation states |110〉, |101〉, |011〉, |200〉, |020〉, and |002〉
when the DIV(π/4,π/2) gate is implemented as shown in
Fig. 14 in Sec. III E for the three initial states |110〉, |101〉,
and |011〉. From the data in Fig. 16(a), we see that roughly
1% of the population in the initial state |110〉 is transferred
to the state |020〉 after about 10 ns, which is when qubit 1
is tuned through the point where ω1 + α1 = ω0, i.e., where
the states |110〉 and |020〉 are on resonance. Similarly, we
observe in Fig. 16(b) that roughly 0.5% of the population
in the initial state |101〉 is transferred to the state |200〉
after about 10 ns, which is when qubit 2 is tuned through
the point where ω2 = ω0 + α0, i.e., where the states |101〉
and |200〉 are on resonance. For the case when the initial
state is |011〉, shown in Fig. 16(c), the amount of pop-
ulation lost to states outside the computational subspace
during the initial tuning phase is several orders of mag-
nitude less, likely because both qubits 1 and 2, rather than
just one of them as in the previous cases, are changing their
frequencies rapidly when they are tuned through the reso-
nance ω1 + α1 = ω2, where population transfer to the state
|020〉 could occur.

Finally, we note that, for both gates discussed here, the
only realistic unwanted spurious transitions are those to
states with the same number of excitations. However, there
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FIG. 15. Population transfers for different initial states [(a)
|100〉, (b) |010〉, (c) |001〉] in the one-excitation subspace in the
implementation of the CCZS gate with tunable qubits. All simu-
lation parameters and notation conventions are the same as for
Fig. 7 in the main text.

is an additional constraint. The transitions that realistically
can come close to being on resonance will not change the
number of excitations in any qubit by more than one [see
the Hamiltonians in Eqs. (45) and (49)]. Thus, if we begin
in the state |111〉, there is no single process that can take
us to, e.g., |300〉. The only time when one might worry
about populating the third excited state of any qubit is
thus for the CCZS gate sketched in Fig. 1(b). There, the
gate operation includes transitions from |111〉 to |201〉 or
|210〉 and back. For these transitions to be active, couplings
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FIG. 16. Population transfers for different initial states [(a)
|110〉, (b) |101〉, (c) |011〉] in the two-excitation subspace in the
implementation of the DIV gate with tunable qubits. All simu-
lation parameters and notation conventions are the same as for
Fig. 14 in the main text.

are induced between |101j 〉 and |200j 〉. The energy dif-
ference between these two states is |ω0 + α0 − ωj − αj |.
However, the state |300〉 is separated from the states |201〉

and |210〉 by the energy difference |ω0 + 2α0 − ωj − αj |,
provided that the qubits can be modeled as anharmonic
oscillators with anharmonicities αj . These transitions are
thus α0 away in energy from being activated, which is
enough to say that they are far off resonance [they are as
far away from the dashed yellow line in Fig. 7(b) as the
dashed line therein is from the solid yellow line].
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